Abstract-A predictive-maintenance structure for a gradually deteriorating single-unit system (continuous time/continuous state) is presented in this paper. The proposed decision model enables optimal inspection and replacement decision in order to balance the cost engaged by failure and unavailability on an infinite horizon. Two maintenance decision variables are considered: the preventive replacement threshold and the inspection schedule based on the system state. In order to assess the performance of the proposed maintenance structure, a mathematical model for the maintained system cost is developed using regenerative and semi-regenerative processes theory. Numerical experiments show that the -expected maintenance cost rate on an infinite horizon can be minimized by a joint optimization of the replacement threshold and the a periodic inspection times.
1 The singular and plural of an acronym are always spelled the same.
cost of "inactivity of the system" per unit of time (all costs are in arbitrary units) cost per inspection cost per PR cost per CR cumulative maintenance cost at time time passed in a failed state in the Dirac mass function on 0 inter-inspection time between inspections and -expectation with respect to the measure long run -expected cost rate Gamma pdf of , Gamma Sf of , Gamma Cdf 1 if , and 0 otherwise: indicator function failure level (of system state) which corresponds to the CM threshold inter-inspection time: inspection scheduling function PR threshold (of system state) random number of inspections in random number of PR in random number of CR in conditional pdf of the MC, N invariant probability measure of N N replacement times; : first replacement time N inspection times; : first inspection time process describing the maintained system state; increases with the system deterioration process describing the deteriorating (unmaintained) system state N MC describing the system state at inspection times ( ).
I. INTRODUCTION

F
OR A gradually deteriorating system, the most advanced preventive-maintenance (PM) strategies rely on the monitoring of a measurable system diagnostic parameter ("system state") and base the maintenance decisions on the level of deterioration of the system. Generally, such a condition-based PM policy is more efficient than a PM policy based only on the system age and on the knowledge of the statistical information on its lifetime [11] , [15] , [16] . However, as stressed in [11, chapter 5] , the price for this higher efficiency is the requirement of a mathematical model for the stochastic deterioration process of the maintained system. There is an economic necessity to quantify and model the deterioration/maintenance 0018-9529/02$17.00 © 2002 IEEE process, because this model can be used by the maintenance decision-maker as a tool to optimize the maintenance decisions and to minimize the total maintenance cost of the system. Usually, the task of deriving such a mathematical model is more complicated than just statistically describing the binary transition from a "good state" to a "failed state." This paper precisely examines the problem of developing a mathematical maintenance cost model for determining the optimal inspection schedule and the optimal replacement threshold for a 1-unit deteriorating system submitted to a condition-based maintenance policy. It considers a system which undergoes a continuous gradual random deterioration and is subject to nonobvious failures when its state exceeds a level (the system is not known to have failed unless that is revealed by inspection). The system state is monitored through perfect inspections. When a fault is detected upon inspection, a corrective maintenance (CM) operation replaces the failed system by a new -identical one. However, both the fault and the CM operation can be very expensive because of, e.g., lower efficiency, production losses, security hazard, and unplanned intervention. In this context a condition-based (or predictive) PM policy can be profitable in order to avoid failure occurrence at the lowest cost and to improve the availability and safety of the maintained system. When the monitored state exceeds a pre-set preventive replacement (PR) threshold , the device is considered as worn-out and a PR is triggered. A PR or CR can be either a true physical replacement or an overhaul or repair such that the unit is good-as-new after the repair. A replacement is assumed to take negligible time.
The choice of the inter-inspection times and the value of the PR threshold obviously influence the economic performance of the maintenance policy. For example, in conditionbased maintenance practice, the monitoring inspections are usually carried out at fixed-length intervals. However, it might not always be worthwhile to inspect systematically the system, especially if the inspection procedure is costly. The use of a maintenance cost evaluation model is therefore of considerable interest to optimize the maintenance policy. A maintenance cost model is a mathematical model that
• quantifies costs and effects (benefits) of a maintenance strategy; and • finds the optimum balance between them.
The inspection dates (or the inspection scheduling procedure) and the PR threshold are the main decision variables for this maintenance problem. Condition-based maintenance modeling has been addressed in several papers [2] , [3] , [19] , [28] , but this paper proposes 2 novel developments. Contrary to previous work in which either the PR threshold or the inspection interval is not a decision variable but rather a given number, this paper considers both the PR threshold and the inspection schedule as decision variables which have to be jointly optimized in order to minimize the total long-term cost of the maintained device. Moreover, this paper does not assume that the system is regularly inspected; irregular inspection dates are allowed: the next inspection date depends on the system state revealed by the current inspection. The maintenance structure in this paper can be considered as a continuous-time extension of the multithreshold maintenance strategy in [12] .
The aim of this paper is twofold: 1) Propose a parametric structure for implementing a condition-based maintenance policy; the associated mathematical cost model is derived for a particular deterioration process. 2) Show that the long run -expected maintenance cost rate can be minimized by an appropriate joint choice of the two considered decision variables (the parameters of the structure). Section II describes the system characteristics. Section III performs a probabilistic analysis of the maintained system state. Section IV deals with the optimization of the maintenance policy; results from numerical experiments illustrate the behavior of the proposed maintenance policy.
II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION AND ASSUMPTIONS
A. Stochastic Deterioration Process
1) Consider a single-unit deteriorating system consisting of 1 component or 1 group of associated (from the maintenance point of view) components. The system-failure behavior might be described by, e.g., a damage accumulation model (for a mechanical system), or the evolution of a defective product rate (for a production line), or a corrosion/erosion level (for a structure). The system-state at time can be summarized by a random aging variable . In the absence of repair or replacement actions, is an increasing stochastic process, with . The system fails when the aging variable is greater than a fixed , characteristic of the considered system. For multi-unit systems, this approach can be applied, using a well-chosen 1-D "health index" of the system instead of its complete multidimensional state [10] , [11] .
2) The deterioration process between two maintenance operations is time-homogeneous, and the deterioration between and ( ) is -independent of the deterioration before . Moreover, the deterioration process is assumed to evolve on each time interval by means of an infinity of jumps [9] . This leads to the family of positive, increasing jump processes with -independent stationary increments. The Gamma process belongs to this family and has been used to describe the deterioration and erosion of many civil engineering structures, e.g., dikes, and other structural components [15] , [16] , [20] - [23] , [25] - [27] , [29] . It is also a reasonable extension of a deterioration process with exponential jumps [12] . Another interest of this process is the existence of an explicit pdf which permits feasible mathematical developments. The Gamma process is parameterized by , which can be estimated from the deterioration data. This paper assumes that is a Gamma process and that for all , the rv, , (the increments of between and ), has a Gamma pdf with shape-parameter and scale-parameter :
(1) The average deterioration speed-rate is ; its variance is . The choice of and allows one to model various deterioration behaviors from almost-deterministic to very-chaotic.
As shown in [24] , [25] , the deterioration model based on Gamma stochastic processes used in this paper follows directly from minimal hypotheses (stationary, -independent, nonnegative, and isotropic increments) that can be made on the real deterioration process when detailed deterioration data are lacking.
3) The system is not monitored continuously, but its state can be observed by inspection. Each inspection reveals instantaneously, and without error, the true state of the system. 4) A failure is detected only by inspection. Hence, if the system fails, it remains failed until the next inspection. With this assumption, active alarmed systems are not considered, and the focus is on passive or inaccessible systems or structures whose failures are not obvious to the user and can be difficult to characterize and identify. The system can be declared "failed" as soon as an important defect or deterioration is present (even though the system is still working), a long time before the occurrence of a complete and abrupt failure: a pending failure is considered an actual failure of the system. For example, consider a structure (e.g., dam, dike, bridge, or pipeline) which has to fulfill stipulated safety requirements in order to be in a working condition. Failure is defined by comparing the structure resistance to a given stress (e.g., hydraulic load, traffic weight, or gas pressure). The structure is failed if its resistance drops below a minimum stress threshold because of the deterioration. The resistance of the structure is usually correlated with a physical parameter (e.g., height and cross section of a dike, length of a crack, or depth of a corrosion layer) which can be measured only by inspection. The structure can be in a pending failed state, and this failure (too low safety threshold) can be detected only upon inspection. Underwater or underground pipes with minor (but possibly hazardous) leaks are also examples of systems with nonobvious failures.
B. Maintenance Policy Structure
The maintenance policy is driven by the knowledge of system state after inspection. At every inspection time, N , ( ), two decisions have to be made. :
1) Determine whether the system should be replaced preventively or correctively, or whether the system should be left as is. 2) Determine the time to the next inspection. The following maintenance decision frame is adopted (because the maintenance actions are assumed to be instantaneous, refers to the time just before the maintenance date), see Fig. 1 . a) If (system is failed), then a CR is performed and a cost is incurred. An additional cost is incurred by the time elapsed in the failed state at a cost rate . After the maintenance operation, the system is as good as new ( ). b) If (system is still functioning, but too badly deteriorated) then a PR is performed and a cost is incurred ( ). After the maintenance operation, the system is "good as new" ( ). c) If then the system is left unchanged ( ). d) In all these cases, is chosen by:
where is a decreasing function from to with and ; see Fig. 2(a) . The time of the next scheduled inspection is then:
The increments between two inspection-times are always greater than ; consequently, the sequence of inspec- tion times N is strictly increasing and the possibility of an infinite number of inspections occurring on a finite time interval is avoided. The represents the first inter-inspection time for a system in the initial new state. The assumed shape of is plausible, because it results in more inspections when it shows a poor system state. For every inspection, a cost is incurred.
For a continuously deteriorating system, the proposed deterioration/maintenance model, although described in mathematical terms, can be applied in practice because the maintenance decisions are based only on the amounts of deterioration which can be measured on the system, and not on abstract quantities like lifetime-distribution parameters or transition probabilities in a finite-state (Markov) model. Moreover, the modeling of the continuous deterioration process by a discrete finite state (Markov) process would require artificially-splitting the system-state range into several discrete states and to estimate a 1-step transition probability matrix from the deterioration data, which can be difficult in practice because of the lack of detailed and reliable deterioration data [7] , [13] . A main advantage of this approach is thus to retain the intrinsic continuous nature of the system.
Within this maintenance structure, the 2 decision-variables to be optimized in order to minimize the maintenance cost are the PR threshold and the "inspection scheduling function," viz, the . For this model, the optimization procedure aims at finding a couple such that, on an infinite horizon, the cost of inspections and PR balances the cost caused by failures and unavailability. A mathematical model of this maintenance policy and its associated cost is developed in Section III.
C. Examples of 1-Unit Deteriorating Systems Subject to Perfect Repair
Several physical systems (or structures) illustrate the notion of a "1-unit system subject to perfect repair" used throughout this paper: a) Hydraulic structures for coastal line defense (e.g., dikes or breakwaters) subject to erosion and longshore transport of stones under the action of waves and wind [22] , [24] - [26] ; b) Cylinder of a swing bridge subject to mechanical damage [27] ; c) Induction furnace for copper scrap processing, subject to internal erosion by melted copper [4] ; d) Concrete bridge structures subject to development of cracks and to corrosion of steel reinforcement [18] . All these systems gradually deteriorate over their service life, mainly under environmental effects; and Gamma processes have been used to model the stochastic deterioration process in [24] , [26] , [27] . It is presumed that they experience nonobvious (or pending) failures when they reach a too-low safety level. These failures can be detected only when, considering the accumulated deterioration reported by an inspection, it can be shown that their resistance has dropped below the minimum allowed stress threshold.
These systems are subject to perfect repair or replacement in the sense that they can be considered to be "pulled down" into a good-as-new state after this maintenance action. However, the complete preventive renewal (or PR) for a state-level between and and the corrective renewal (or CR) for a state-level beyond do not necessarily correspond to the same operation in practice. Because it is performed on a more deteriorated system, CM is generally more complex and, hence, more expensive than PM ( ). Moreover, the cost might also include a part of the cost of the consequences of the system failure on its environment (e.g., breach in a dike, deterioration of the furnace surrounding equipments in case of a leakage of melted copper, hazard or safety costs in the case of bridge structures).
D. Cost-Based Criterion for Maintenance Performance Evaluation
The objective cost function to minimize is the long run -expected cost rate . The cumulative maintenance cost is:
Note that the cost function depends on and through , , ,
The problem now is to determine the 4 limits in (5) . Because all these quantities are a function of before , an expression for the limit of the time average of a function of is required. Using elementary renewal theory [1] , it is well known that the limit at infinity in (5) can be changed into a ratio of -expectations on a single renewal cycle: (6) However, in the present case, the study of the discrete time process N describing the system state on a renewalcycle is tedious, and it is more interesting to take advantage of the semi-regenerative properties of and the associated Markov chain N .
III. STUDY OF THE MAINTAINED SYSTEM EVOLUTION AT STEADY STATE
Evaluation of the maintenance cost-and hence optimization of the maintenance policy-requires the derivation of probabilistic characteristics of the system evolution under the maintenance policy. Several useful regenerative or semi-regenerative properties of describing the evolution of the maintained system state can be used to compute efficiently the maintenance cost generated by the proposed policy.
A. (Semi-)Regenerative Properties of the Maintained
System-State Process 1) After each CR or PR, the system is returned to , and its evolution does not depend on the past events. The process describing the evolution of the system subject to the previous maintenance actions is then a regenerative process with regeneration times equal to the ; see Fig. 1 .
2) After each inspection, the evolution of the system depends only on the known system state at this date. The process is then a semi-regenerative process with semi-regeneration times equal to the ; see Fig. 1 . The discrete-time random process describing the system state at each inspection time N is a Markov chain (MC) with continuous state space . Its transition pdf can be written as a combination of a pdf and a Dirac mass function, indicating that after an inspection the system can be restored to the new state with a nonzero probability [14, chapter 3]:
As described in Section IV, these properties allow using the elementary renewal theorems [1] . However, the stationary pdf of the MC N must be derived. (8) The solution of this state probability is in the form of a convex combination of a pdf and a Dirac mass function: (9) with and a pdf on . Finding such a solution proves that the chain N is Harris ergodic [1, chapter VI, p. 154] because it is a probability distribution which is "spreadout," viz, not reduced to a pmf [1, chapter VI, p. 140]. Substituting in (8) by its expression from (9) and by its expression from (7) leads to the 2 equalities: (10) and, for , almost everywhere (11) Let ; then (11) can be rewritten in the form of a renewal equation: almost everywhere (12) Replace recursively times, the in (12) by its expression from (12); then, for :
B. Stationary Law of the MC
for (13) Then Proposition 1 is true.
is the solution of (12); and is finite. If is another solution of (12) such that is finite then almost everywhere.
Proof-See [8] : Because , and is a pdf then the real of (9) is (15) IV. MAINTENANCE POLICY OPTIMIZATION Optimizing the maintenance policy consists of finding both the PR threshold and the inter-inspection time function that jointly minimize the long run -expected maintenance cost rate. Then, derive a computable expression for the -expected maintenance cost rate on an infinite horizon depending on and . This suffices for numerical experiments, where no formal optimization is performed.
A. Long-Run -Expected Maintenance Cost Rate
A preliminary theoretical result on the convergence of functions of semi-regenerative processes is applied to obtain an expression for the long run -expected maintenance cost rate. [5] : Consider a stochastic process with a given state space which is both semiregenerative with semi-regeneration times and regenerative with regeneration times . is the embedded MC. Consider the stochastic process constructed as an additive functional of which has the properties: • Each rv is a function, say , of before time :
1) Preliminary General Result
The random process is positive and nondecreasing. 2) Proposition 2: (This proposition follows from Section IV-A-1 [5] .) Let be the first regeneration point of the random process ; let: Then (16) Hence, the limit at infinity can be changed into a ratio of -expectations on a single semi-renewal cycle.
3 For the -expected unavailability duration on a renewal cycle, Apply Proposition 2 to all the terms of the sum in (5), then:
On a semi-regeneration interval (between two inspections).
. The other quantities, , , , are all computed in a similar way by integration with respect to (determined in Section III) as follows.
• -expected number of PR on a semi-regeneration interval: • -expected number of CR on a semi-regeneration interval:
• -expected unavailability time on a semi-regeneration interval:
• -expected length of a semi-regeneration interval: 
B. Numerical Experiments
The numerical solution of (12) has been implemented using an integration scheme for integral equations with singular kernels [17, chapter 18] . The pdf , the real [hence the measure ] and have been computed by numerical integration using (17)- (21) .
For all the examples here, , where is a linear decreasing function. In this particular case, the decision variables to be optimized are and the 2 parameters of : defined by , and such that , see Fig. 2(b) . The value of controls the time of the first inspection for a system in the initial state, and the value of determines the evolution of the inter-inspection time as the system deteriorates. The values of the degradation parameters and the unit maintenance costs used in the numerical simulations were chosen arbitrarily to show some important features of this maintenance policy. 
1) Optimization of the Maintenance Policy-An Example:
This is illustrated with the case of a deteriorating system with and (which corresponds to an average deterioration speed of deterioration rate) and . The numerical results were obtained with A numerical optimization scheme was used and gives the optimum values of the decision variables , , for an optimal cost of 12.2375. To gain more insight in the maintenance policy performance, the maintenance cost was computed for various and for a given . The results for 2 values of are shown in Figs. 3 and 4 as iso-cost curves in the plane. Fig. 3 represents the iso-level curves of for ; the optimum cost is 12.50; it is reached for and it is almost independent of the value. With this optimal policy, , and at this time, the probability of exceeding . Consequently, almost each inspection leads to a replacement of the system and the optimal policy is systematic PR. In this case, the optimization procedure gives information only on the relevant parameter which is the replacement period obtained from . This case corresponds to , too low with respect to the optimal . The systematic PR policy is not the best choice for this system. Fig. 4 represents the iso-level curves of for , a value close to the optimal . The optimal cost is 12.24. It is reached for and close to and . In this case, the proposed policy allows several inspections before replacement. The optimal cost for ( ) is better than the optimal cost for ( Fig. 6 . In this optimized case, the optimal policy sets a high replacement threshold and involves many inspections in order to monitor precisely the system state so as to trigger a PR only when necessary and to avoid system unavailability.
3) Sensitivity to the Unit Maintenance Costs: For a system with the same deterioration characteristics as in the Section IV-B-2 ( , , ), the influence of the unit maintenance costs on the optimal values of the decision parameters are illustrated. Three cases are considered. Whatever the unit maintenance costs are, the greater the value of , the more the is sensitive to variations of . For nonexpensive inspections (case 1, Figs. 7 and 9) , the optimal policy combines a high optimal value for , , with a small value for , , and . Several inspections can be made to monitor precisely the system state before performing a PR; Fig. 6 shows a sample path of the maintained system state in this configuration. For intermediate inspection and PR costs with expensive unavailability (case 2, Figs. 7 and 10) , the optimal values of the maintenance parameters are , , . A new system is first inspected after time units; at this time the average deterioration is . Thus, a PR is almost always triggered at the first inspection time and the risk of system failure and unavailability is negligible. The optimal maintenance policy is a periodic inspection/PR policy.
For costly inspections and PR (case 3, Figs. 8 and 11 ) the optimal policy becomes a systematic-PR or CR policy; the optimal values of the maintenance parameters are and . The value of does not affect the performance of the policy. The first inspection time is close to , and the corresponding mean degradation level reached at (close to ) makes the probability of a replacement occurring at almost 1. There is almost never a second inspection before the replacement of the system, and the optimal policy is a systematic replacement policy.
